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The University of Hong Kong 
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ABSTRACT 
Vision bascd vehicle recognition systcms have an 
impowant role in traffic suwcillance. Most of thcsc 
systems however fail to distinguish velucles with similar 
dimcnsions dnc to Ihc lack of other details. This paper 
presents a new scale spacc method for idcntifying 
componcnts of moving vehiclcs to cnablc recognition 
eventually. In thc proposcd method. vehiclcs are first 
dividcd into multi-scale regions based on the center of 
gravity of the foreground vehiclc mask. It utilizes both tlic 
texture scale space and tlic intensity scale space to 
detcmiine mgions that are homogenous in texture and 
intensity. from wluch vehicle components are identifed 
based on thc relations between these regions. This method 
was tested on over a hundred outdoor &IC images and 
the results are vely promising. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In visual ttaffic surveillance, most vehicle recognition 
systems simply distinguish the size, dimension, shape or 
contour of the vehicle, from which vehicles can be 
categorized by type [3, 4, 6,  71. Gupte et al. [3] classified 
vehicles based on a non-rigid vehicle model, while Lai et 
al. [4] classified vehicles based on dimension. Tan et al. 
[6] extracted vehicle by matching model discrimination, 
and Wei et al. [7] classified vehicles using a 
parameterized model and neural networks. With 
improvement from [4], Fung et al. [l] additionally 
considered vehicle shape for classlfcation based on 
vehicle motion. 
Broadly, these techniques addressed the problem of 
classifying vehicles of the same size or  dimension. 
However, if different vehicles of similar dimension are 
present, these methods become inadequate, as similar 
sized vehicles will most likely be recognized as  one class 
because of the non-utilization of vehicle details. Recently 
high-tech surveillance cameras are emerging and 
providing high resolution images. This motivates us to 
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Fig. I :  Scale space identification of vehicle componaits 
consider decomposing the vchiclc object into components 
such as roof. bonnet. wheels and etc, as an alternative way 
to discriminnte between diffcrcnt velucles. In this paper. 
wc propose a scale space method as dcpicted in Fig. 1 for 
this purpose. Assuming that the vehicle is in motion, we 
first employ the extraction method as described in [5].  
From each cstracted vehicle, we then estimate its 
dimension to identify similar sized vehicles and compute 
its texture scale space (TSS) and intensity scale space (ISS) 
based on the centem of gravity. By fusing the texture and 
intensity regions corresponding to a selccted scale, vehicle 
components can be subsequently identifed. Details of the 
proposed method are presented in Section 2, and 
simulation results and discussion are given in Section 3, 
where conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 
................................ ~..~~.~. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ....... .~~~ .................... 
2. PROPOSED METHOD 
It is further assumcd that the surveillance camera is road- 
side mounted and stationary, while the light source can be 
single and strong (as in day time) or multiple and diffused 
(as in night time). Based on these assumptions, the 
proposed method comprises of: (1) vehicle extraction and 
dimension estimation; (2) multi-scale analysis and 
identification. 
2.1. Vehicle Extraction and Dimension Estimation 
In vehicle extraction, we first extract the moving vehicles 
from the stationary background using a texture-based 
method described in [5]. This method considers the 
textural difference between the vehicle and other road 
features and its merits are that it is accurate in generating 
a vehicle mask (outline describing the vehicle) and able to 
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eliminate shadow and reflection on the vehicle chassis. 
Then, veluclc dimensions am estimated using tlie 
defonmblc model approach as described in [4]. wlucli 
relies on a set of calibntcd camerd parameters [2]. nus 
sct of calibrated camera parmeters is useful in providing 
tlic transfonnation bctween tlie 3D world coordinates and 
tlic 2D i&ge coordinates as seen by the camem. Vcliicle 
dimensions including width. Icngth and hciglit are 
subsequently calculated in 3D coordinates. This 
estimation method enables us to identify vehiclcs of 
similar dimensions for identification in the next step. 
2.2. Multi-Scale Analysis and Identification 
After tlic vclucles linvc becn extnctcd. tlie vehicle mask 
0,: of cacli similar sized veluclc is constructed by 
segmenting the bounday of tlic vcliicle tluougli tlic 
subtraction bctwen tlic input rnme f; and tlic stationay 
background framc/b. O,.. is symbolized in  Fig. 2(a) by the 
wlutc ellipse. Fig. 2(b-d). illustrate tlie concept of scale 
spacc by partitioning 0,. into quirkrs each times (as in 
quad-tree mctliods). using the center-of-gravity (CG) 
algoritluii. nus algoritlun computes the CG of each region 
(or sub-region) and divides the region horizontally and 
vertically into four parts centered at tlie CG. If  Oy is 
defincd as mot region R,, as shown in Fig. 2(a), then this 
mot region divides into four scale 1 sub-regions RU.& R , , ,  
R,,.:. Ruz as shown in Fig. 2@) and their corresponding 
pisels within the vehicle mask Ov are determined as. 
RO ,... f l , ~ ( i , J )  v ~ S X O  _.. , , J<Yo . " w d ; , J s R ~ . .  "
RO ,... ,,.I (i,i) v i ~0.. ,n .i YO ,... a d  i , i s  RO .... 
RO ,..,, ?( i , i )  v i>xo. ... J < Y O  ,..... a d f . J c  RU ...... 
RO .... n,J is j )  i >  xo ...., > YO, ..." a d  i , j E  RO.. 
' 
where n is the sub-region locatio& i, j are the position 
displacements and xo ,...," I y o  ....." are the central pixel of 
region RO ,....". The consequent sub-regions Ro ....." can be 
further partitioned as depicted in Fig. 2(c)-(d). These 
square like multi-scale regions are useful in comparing 
visual properties between vehicle components of 
inconsistent sizes, i.e., the bonnet of tlie same vehicle that 
appear to be of different size as seen in different frames 
within an image sequence. 
After partitioning Oy into multi-scale regions, the 
intensity couricr UR of each sub-region Ro, ...,, is 
determined based on intensity avenging, 
(cjScale 2 (16 suh-kgiaz) '(dj Szle 3 (64 siih%zi%s) 
I'ig. 2: Illuslmlioii ofthc pertilioiiuig o f a  mnsk hy the ccntcr-of- 
gravity algorilhm 
and tlie textual courier TR or each sub-region R6~,,..  is 
calculated based on intensity variancc. 
c ki ( ; . j ) - I iu . . .~n)3  
g.J=no.  
Comparing to traditional edge detector of 
segmentation, our intensity IIR and textural TR couriers arc 
Iiclpful in sorting out vehicle components as each vehicle 
component has comparative intensity or t e s N d  
relationship with others. Fromall the T, at each scale. the 
mean Ts and moving average Ts are calculated by: 
where S is the scale. At testure scale zero, T, is the largest 
and continues to decrease in subsequence scales until T, 
becomes zero for the smallest sub-region Ro. ..,,. The 
mean Us of all the U, at each scale is also calculated by: 
To find a suitable scale for identification, we define tlie 
critical testural scale C ,  which is chosen when the 
difference between and T, is maximum, 
s=cs I n a X ( ~ - T s )  (6) 
- Ts) corresponds to a 
scale (6 in this case) that other scales below or above it 
gives a smaller variance. If scale lower than CS is chosen, 
the component characteristics are insufficient to wartint 
an accurate identification. On the other hand, if scale 
higher than Cs is chosen instead. too many superfluous 
As depicted in Fig. 3, mas( 
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Fig. 4: Partitions on a gray color salan 
features have to bc computed and discriminated. Once Cs 
is detennined, velucle componcnts can be segincnted by 
comparing tlic related intensity YR and textural T ,  couriers 
on the critical textural scale C,. Such components include 
body (roof, bonnet, trunk, door panels, fenders. bumpers), 
wheels, windows, lights and grille. 
Regions with high textural courier TR > TS (edge area) 
and bounded by low intensity courier YR < YS (dark area) 
are defined as wheels, whereas regions with low intensity 
courier YR < Ys (dark area) and bounded by high tehmral 
courier TR > Ts (edge area) are defmed as windows. 
Region with low textural courier TR < Ts (flat area) are 
defined as vehicle body. Finally, regions with high 
textural courier TR > Ts (edge area) are defined as lights 
and grille where light regions contain high intensily 
courier YR > Ys @right area), while grille regions contain 
low intensity courier YR < Ys (dark area). 
Once vehicle components are segmented, the 
geometric or transfonned features of these components 
may be used to describe each component, while the 
topological relationships between components  IN^ also 
be used as additional feature dimension for identification. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Over a hundred outdoor traffic image sequences on 
different roads have been captured under different 
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Fig. 5:  Texture couriers T, 
viewing angles, vehicle sizes and colors for testing the 
proposed method. Out of all tested images, a gray color 
sedan sample as depicted in Fig. 4(a) was chosen to 
illustrate the working of the proposed method. The 
corresponding background image, vehicle mask and scale 
3 regions are depicted in Fig. 4@), (c) and (d) respectively. 
With reference to Fig. 3, the critical textural scale Cs 
occurs at scale 6. In order to show the trend of courier 
surfaces, Fig. 5(a)-@) depict the surfaces of te.uture 
courier TR in 3D at scale 4 and scale 8. As can be seen, 
scale 4 is too coarse to enable a good segmentation, while 
scale 8 contains too much detail, as discussed in Section 
2.2. Fig. 6(a) and (b) depict the textural courier TR and 
intensity YR courier at scale 6 (Cs), respectively. 
From Fig. 6, it can be derivcd, as illustrated in Fig. 7, 
those regions with high te.utural courier and bounded by 
low intensity courier are wheels. Regions with low 
intensity courier and bounded by high textural courier are 
windows. Regions of vehicle body enclose low textural 
courier. Regions of headlight contain high textural courier 
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Fig. 6: Texture and intaisity couriers 
and high intensity courier while regions of grille contain 
high textural courier and low intensity courier. Detailed 
definitions of each vehicle component are summarized in 
Table 1. Having this vehicle coinponents representatioq 
further identification of vehicles can be made. For 
example the colors of two vehicle bodies can be easily 
compared based on low textural courier at the critical 
textural scale CS. 
Component Region Definitions 
Wheels 
Windows 
Body TR < Ts 
Headlights 
Grille 
TR >. Ts bounded by YR < YS 
YR < YS bounded by TR > Ts 
T, > TS with YR > Ys 
TR > TS with YR < YS 
Table 1: Defmed vehicle componenls based on T, and Y, 
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Fig. 7: Vebicle components as described at critical scale C, 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this papcr. we havc presentcd a ncw scalc space 
mcthod for idcntifying vchicle componcnts. In this 
method. tcitural differencc in mnlti-scalc regions is the 
key to analyzing the vehiclc image. USC in conjunction 
with the intensity difference. velucle components can be 
differentiated. In further devclopment. vehicle componcnt 
details will be utilized for recognition of similar sized 
vehicles. 
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